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Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques
2011-06-09

data mining concepts and techniques provides the concepts and techniques in
processing gathered data or information which will be used in various
applications specifically it explains data mining and the tools used in
discovering knowledge from the collected data this book is referred as the
knowledge discovery from data kdd it focuses on the feasibility usefulness
effectiveness and scalability of techniques of large data sets after describing
data mining this edition explains the methods of knowing preprocessing
processing and warehousing data it then presents information about data
warehouses online analytical processing olap and data cube technology then the
methods involved in mining frequent patterns associations and correlations for
large data sets are described the book details the methods for data
classification and introduces the concepts and methods for data clustering the
remaining chapters discuss the outlier detection and the trends applications
and research frontiers in data mining this book is intended for computer
science students application developers business professionals and researchers
who seek information on data mining presents dozens of algorithms and
implementation examples all in pseudo code and suitable for use in real world
large scale data mining projects addresses advanced topics such as mining
object relational databases spatial databases multimedia databases time series
databases text databases the world wide and applications in several fields
provides a comprehensive practical look at the concepts and techniques you need
to get the most out of your data

Data Mining
2022-07-02

data mining concepts and techniques fourth edition introduces concepts
principles and methods for mining patterns knowledge and models from various
kinds of data for diverse applications specifically it delves into the
processes for uncovering patterns and knowledge from massive collections of
data known as knowledge discovery from data or kdd it focuses on the
feasibility usefulness effectiveness and scalability of data mining techniques
for large data sets after an introduction to the concept of data mining the
authors explain the methods for preprocessing characterizing and warehousing
data they then partition the data mining methods into several major tasks
introducing concepts and methods for mining frequent patterns associations and
correlations for large data sets data classificcation and model construction
cluster analysis and outlier detection concepts and methods for deep learning
are systematically introduced as one chapter finally the book covers the trends
applications and research frontiers in data mining presents a comprehensive new
chapter on deep learning including improving training of deep learning models
convolutional neural networks recurrent neural networks and graph neural
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networks addresses advanced topics in one dedicated chapter data mining trends
and research frontiers including mining rich data types text spatiotemporal
data and graph networks data mining applications such as sentiment analysis
truth discovery and information propagattion data mining methodologie and
systems and data mining and society provides a comprehensive practical look at
the concepts and techniques needed to get the most out of your data

Data Mining
2011-02-03

data mining practical machine learning tools and techniques third edition
offers a thorough grounding in machine learning concepts as well as practical
advice on applying machine learning tools and techniques in real world data
mining situations this highly anticipated third edition of the most acclaimed
work on data mining and machine learning will teach you everything you need to
know about preparing inputs interpreting outputs evaluating results and the
algorithmic methods at the heart of successful data mining thorough updates
reflect the technical changes and modernizations that have taken place in the
field since the last edition including new material on data transformations
ensemble learning massive data sets multi instance learning plus a new version
of the popular weka machine learning software developed by the authors witten
frank and hall include both tried and true techniques of today as well as
methods at the leading edge of contemporary research the book is targeted at
information systems practitioners programmers consultants developers
information technology managers specification writers data analysts data
modelers database r d professionals data warehouse engineers data mining
professionals the book will also be useful for professors and students of upper
level undergraduate and graduate level data mining and machine learning courses
who want to incorporate data mining as part of their data management knowledge
base and expertise provides a thorough grounding in machine learning concepts
as well as practical advice on applying the tools and techniques to your data
mining projects offers concrete tips and techniques for performance improvement
that work by transforming the input or output in machine learning methods
includes downloadable weka software toolkit a collection of machine learning
algorithms for data mining tasks in an updated interactive interface algorithms
in toolkit cover data pre processing classification regression clustering
association rules visualization

Data Mining
2016-10-01

data mining practical machine learning tools and techniques fourth edition
offers a thorough grounding in machine learning concepts along with practical
advice on applying these tools and techniques in real world data mining
situations this highly anticipated fourth edition of the most acclaimed work on
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data mining and machine learning teaches readers everything they need to know
to get going from preparing inputs interpreting outputs evaluating results to
the algorithmic methods at the heart of successful data mining approaches
extensive updates reflect the technical changes and modernizations that have
taken place in the field since the last edition including substantial new
chapters on probabilistic methods and on deep learning accompanying the book is
a new version of the popular weka machine learning software from the university
of waikato authors witten frank hall and pal include today s techniques coupled
with the methods at the leading edge of contemporary research please visit the
book companion website at cs waikato ac nz ml weka book html it contains
powerpoint slides for chapters 1 12 this is a very comprehensive teaching
resource with many ppt slides covering each chapter of the book online appendix
on the weka workbench again a very comprehensive learning aid for the open
source software that goes with the book table of contents highlighting the many
new sections in the 4th edition along with reviews of the 1st edition errata
etc provides a thorough grounding in machine learning concepts as well as
practical advice on applying the tools and techniques to data mining projects
presents concrete tips and techniques for performance improvement that work by
transforming the input or output in machine learning methods includes a
downloadable weka software toolkit a comprehensive collection of machine
learning algorithms for data mining tasks in an easy to use interactive
interface includes open access online courses that introduce practical
applications of the material in the book

Applying Knowledge Management
2003-01-04

the wholesale capture and distribution of knowledge over the last thirty years
has created an unprecedented need for organizations to manage their knowledge
assets knowledge management km addresses this need by helping an organization
to leverage its information resources and knowledge assets by remembering and
applying its experience km involves the acquisition storage retrieval
application generation and review of the knowledge assets of an organization in
a controlled way today organizations are applying km throughout their systems
from information management to marketing to human resources applying knowledge
management techniques for building corporate memories examines why case based
reasoning cbr is so well suited for km cbr can be used to adapt solutions
originally designed to solve problems in the past to address new problems faced
by the organization this book clearly demonstrates how cbr can be successfully
applied to km problems by presenting several in depth case studies ian watson a
well known researcher in case based reasoning and author of the introductory
book applying cbr techniques for enterprise systems has written this book
specifically for it managers and knowledge management system developers
provides 7 real world applications of knowledge management systems that use
case based reasoning techniques presents the technical information needed to
implement a knowledge management system offers insights into the development of
commercial km cbr applications includes information on cbr software vendors cbr
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consultants and value added resellers

The Thinker's Toolkit
2009-09-23

an invaluable resource for any manager or professional this book offers a
collection of proven practical methods for simplifying any problem and making
faster better decisions every time

Database Tuning
2002-06-07

tuning your database for optimal performance means more than following a few
short steps in a vendor specific guide for maximum improvement you need a broad
and deep knowledge of basic tuning principles the ability to gather data in a
systematic way and the skill to make your system run faster this is an art as
well as a science and database tuning principles experiments and
troubleshooting techniques will help you develop portable skills that will
allow you to tune a wide variety of database systems on a multitude of hardware
and operating systems further these skills combined with the scripts provided
for validating results are exactly what you need to evaluate competing database
products and to choose the right one forward by jim gray with invited chapters
by joe celko and alberto lerner includes industrial contributions by bill
mckenna redbrick informix hany saleeb oracle tim shetler timesten judy smith
deutsche bank and ron yorita ibm covers the entire system environment hardware
operating system transactions indexes queries table design and application
analysis contains experiments scripts available on the author s site to help
you verify a system s effectiveness in your own environment presents special
topics including data warehousing support main memory databases specialized
databases and financial time series describes performance monitoring techniques
that will help you recognize and troubleshoot problems

Data Mining
2000

this book offers a thorough grounding in machine learning concepts combined
with practical advice on applying machine learning tools and techniques in real
world data mining situations clearly written and effectively illustrated this
book is ideal for anyone involved at any level in the work of extracting usable
knowledge from large collections of data complementing the book s instruction
is fully functional machine learning software
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Research Methods in Applied Settings
2000-02

the authors of this unique text found that while most students can crunch the
numbers quite easily and accurately with a calculator or computer many have
trouble seeing the big picture or seeing how research questions and design
influence data analysis as a result the authors developed a semantically
consistent framework that integrates traditional research approaches
experimental quasi experimental comparative into three basic kinds of research
questions difference associational and descriptive which in turn lead to three
kinds or groups of statistics with the same names this text helps students
become good consumers of research by demonstrating how to analyze and evaluate
research articles offers a number of summarizing diagrams and tables that
clarify confusing or difficult to learn topics points out the value of
qualitative research and how it should lead quantitative researchers to be more
flexible divides all quantitative research questions into five logically
consistent categories that help students select appropriate statistics and
understand their cause and effect and classifies design into three major types
between groups within subjects and mixed groups and shows that although these
three types use the same general type of statistics e g anova the specific
statistics in between groups design are different from those in within subjects
and mixed groups

Machine Learning Methods for Planning
2014-05-12

machine learning methods for planning provides information pertinent to
learning methods for planning and scheduling this book covers a wide variety of
learning methods and learning architectures including analogical case based
decision tree explanation based and reinforcement learning organized into 15
chapters this book begins with an overview of planning and scheduling and
describes some representative learning systems that have been developed for
these tasks this text then describes a learning apprentice for calendar
management other chapters consider the problem of temporal credit assignment
and describe tractable classes of problems for which optimal plans can be
derived this book discusses as well how reactive integrated systems give rise
to new requirements and opportunities for machine learning the final chapter
deals with a method for learning problem decompositions which is based on an
idealized model of efficiency for problem reduction search this book is a
valuable resource for production managers planners scientists and research
workers

Beyond Method
1983-05
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research is often seen as a neutral technical process through which researchers
simply reveal or discover knowledge a broader and more self reflective stance
is advocated in beyond method one in which a knowledge of technique needs to be
complemented by an appreciation of the nature of research as a distinctively
human process through which researchers make knowledge such an appreciation
requires a reframing of understanding and debate about research in a way that
goes beyond considerations of method alone

Managing Data in Motion
2013-02-26

managing data in motion describes techniques that have been developed for
significantly reducing the complexity of managing system interfaces and
enabling scalable architectures author april reeve brings over two decades of
experience to present a vendor neutral approach to moving data between
computing environments and systems readers will learn the techniques
technologies and best practices for managing the passage of data between
computer systems and integrating disparate data together in an enterprise
environment the average enterprise s computing environment is comprised of
hundreds to thousands computer systems that have been built purchased and
acquired over time the data from these various systems needs to be integrated
for reporting and analysis shared for business transaction processing and
converted from one format to another when old systems are replaced and new
systems are acquired the management of the data in motion in organizations is
rapidly becoming one of the biggest concerns for business and it management
data warehousing and conversion real time data integration and cloud and big
data applications are just a few of the challenges facing organizations and
businesses today managing data in motion tackles these and other topics in a
style easily understood by business and it managers as well as programmers and
architects presents a vendor neutral overview of the different technologies and
techniques for moving data between computer systems including the emerging
solutions for unstructured as well as structured data types explains in non
technical terms the architecture and components required to perform data
integration describes how to reduce the complexity of managing system
interfaces and enable a scalable data architecture that can handle the
dimensions of big data

Morgan Interview Theme Technique MITT
2009-01-01

the ability to learn is a fundamental characteristic of intelligent behavior
consequently machine learning has been a focus of artificial intelligence since
the beginnings of ai in the 1950s the 1980s saw tremendous growth in the field
and this growth promises to continue with valuable contributions to science
engineering and business readings in machine learning collects the best of the
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published machine learning literature including papers that address a wide
range of learning tasks and that introduce a variety of techniques for giving
machines the ability to learn the editors in cooperation with a group of expert
referees have chosen important papers that empirically study theoretically
analyze or psychologically justify machine learning algorithms the papers are
grouped into a dozen categories each of which is introduced by the editors

Readings in Machine Learning
1990

the middle years of the nineteenth century saw two crucial develop ments in the
history of modern logic george boole s algebraic treat ment of logic and
augustus de morgan s formulation of the logic of relations the former episode
has been studied extensively the latter hardly at all this is a pity for the
most central feature of modern logic may well be its ability to handle
relational inferences de morgan was the first person to work out an extensive
logic of relations and the purpose of this book is to study this attempt in
detail augustus de morgan 1806 1871 was a british mathematician and logician
who was professor of mathematics at the university of london now university
college from 1828 to 1866 a prolific but not highly original mathematician de
morgan devoted much of his energies to the rather different field of logic in
his formal logic 1847 and a series of papers on the syllogism 1846 1862 he
attempted with great ingenuity to reformulate and extend the tradi tional
syllogism and to systematize modes of reasoning that lie outside its boundaries
chief among these is the logic of relations de mor gan s interest in relations
culminated in his important memoir on the syllogism iv and on the logic of
relations read in 1860

Augustus De Morgan and the Logic of Relations
2012-12-06

our ability to generate and collect data has been increasing rapidly not only
are all of our business scientific and government transactions now computerized
but the widespread use of digital cameras publication tools and bar codes also
generate data on the collection side scanned text and image platforms satellite
remote sensing systems and the world wide have flooded us with a tremendous
amount of data this explosive growth has generated an even more urgent need for
new techniques and automated tools that can help us transform this data into
useful information and knowledge like the first edition voted the most popular
data mining book by kd nuggets readers this book explores concepts and
techniques for the discovery of patterns hidden in large data sets focusing on
issues relating to their feasibility usefulness effectiveness and scalability
however since the publication of the first edition great progress has been made
in the development of new data mining methods systems and applications this new
edition substantially enhances the first edition and new chapters have been
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added to address recent developments on mining complex types of data including
stream data sequence data graph structured data social network data and multi
relational data a comprehensive practical look at the concepts and techniques
you need to know to get the most out of real business data updates that
incorporate input from readers changes in the field and more material on
statistics and machine learning dozens of algorithms and implementation
examples all in easily understood pseudo code and suitable for use in real
world large scale data mining projects complete classroom support for
instructors at mkp com datamining2e companion site

Data Mining, Southeast Asia Edition
2006-04-06

effective interviewing and interrogation techniques second edition is
completely revised and updated so as to cover all the information a student
needs to know to obtain answers from a witness a victim or a suspect and how to
interpret these answers with the utmost accuracy building on the previous
edition s ground breaking search for truth in criminal and non criminal
investigations this book contains five new chapters which include coverage of
false confessions interviewing the mentally challenged and the ethics of
interrogation in a post 9 11 world this new edition includes highly illustrated
chapters with topics ranging from the psycho physiological basis of the
forensic assessment to preparation for the interview interrogation question
formulation projective analysis of unwitting verbal clues interviewing children
and the mentally challenged and pre employment interviewing also included are
several model worksheets and documents case studies and complete instructions
for using the authors integrated interrogation technique a 10 point highly
successful approach to obtaining confessions that can stand up in court the
book concludes with an insightful look at the future of truth verification this
book will be of benefit to attorneys coroners detectives educators forensic
psychophysiologists lie detection human resource professionals intelligence
professionals and investigators as well as journalists authors jurists medical
professionals psychological professionals researchers and students expanded
coverage of statement analysis including actual statements from real cases new
photos to aid in assessing nonverbal behavior added section on assessment of
written statements

Effective Interviewing and Interrogation Techniques
2006-01-18

a practical and positive guide for exam students for the best chance of success
written by award winning author nicola morgan exam attack will give you all the
tools you need to sail through your exams exam attack covers a huge range of
learning techniques you ll find advice on the best ways to revise revision
techniques revision timetables and up to date advice on note taking and
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learning as well as this there s practical information about how to deal with
stress nerves and worries the sensible achievable suggestions throughout
include current advice on revision techniques positive attitudes to work and
achieving the right mindset self belief and self esteem dealing with
distractions and procrastination such as how to push yourself when you re
really not feeling up to it and how to let go of your phone and regulate social
media use one of the core principles in this book is that our mental and
physical health or wellbeing affects how we perform it isn t a luxury or
optional extra it affects every aspect of life rest relaxation and taking time
out from revision can actually help you to learn and perform more effectively

Exam Attack
2020-10-08

because interpreting radiographic studies is an important aspect of veterinary
diagnostics optimal patient positioning is essential for meaningful radiographs
with this handbook the practitioner and staff receive a detailed overview of
positioning techniques geared to canine radiographic examinations chapters have
been built systematically so that instructions are clear and fast reading
making the text useful even directly before examining a patient ideal
positioning is illustrated in 200 drawings sketches of each radiographic view
clarify anatomical structures and help interpret the related picture this book
is an excellent resource in achieving maximum preparation for radiographic
evaluation it is appropriate for veterinarians veterinary students and
veterinary technicians

Radiographic Techniques
1998

much anticipated second edition of the highly acclaimed reference on data
mining and machine learning

Data Mining
2005

break through brick walls in your genealogical research learn how to use
innovative methods to unearth hard to find ancestors advanced genealogy
research techniques shows you step by step how to uncover elusive details by
taking advantage of specialized tools and software programs and using proven
best practices for breaking through the brick walls that have hindered your
progress you ll get professional advice on formulating a research strategy
understanding the details you discover keeping careful track of your data
analyzing the evidence and developing hypotheses real world case studies
demonstrate how you can apply the systematic procedures presented in this
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practical guide to your own research and achieve success examine the brick wall
in detail to find potential weak spots that can be exploited into a
breakthrough use brute force techniques that leave no stone unturned obtain
exact copies of original records rather than derivative sources research the
family associates and neighbors fans of your brick wall ancestor consult with
your family friends and colleagues to get a fresh perspective on your research
use crowdsourcing genealogy societies online forums social media blogs wikis
and podcasts apply technological solutions including dna testing and
specialized genealogical software get tips on hiring a professional
genealogical researcher with the appropriate credentials and references revisit
your brick wall problem after honing your research skills review your evidence
develop a research strategy and keep a meticulous research log

Advanced Genealogy Research Techniques
2013-09-16

a perfect summertime read for fans of john green stephanie perkins and sarah
dessen it was sloane who yanked emily out of her shell and made life 100
interesting but right before what should have been the most epic summer sloane
just disappears all she leaves behind is a to do list on it thirteen sloane
inspired tasks that emily would normally never try but what if they could bring
her best friend back apple picking at night okay easy enough dance until dawn
sure why not kiss a stranger um emily now has this unexpected summer and the
help of frank porter totally unexpected to check things off sloane s list who
knows what she ll find some books leave a very real mark on you and since you
ve been gone is one of those utterly brilliant books the guardian a winning
blend of touching moments memorable characters and situational humor takes
readers to a surprising revelation at the story s end kirkus reviews morgan
matson is the epitome of ya contemporary ariel bissett booktuber and blogger

Since You've Been Gone
2014-07-03

this book focuses on the importance of clean well structured data as the first
step to successful data mining it shows how data should be prepared prior to
mining in order to maximize mining performance

Data Preparation for Data Mining
1999-03-22

data mining second edition describes data mining techniques and shows how they
work the book is a major revision of the first edition that appeared in 1999
while the basic core remains the same it has been updated to reflect the
changes that have taken place over five years and now has nearly double the
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references the highlights of this new edition include thirty new technique
sections an enhanced weka machine learning workbench which now features an
interactive interface comprehensive information on neural networks a new
section on bayesian networks and much more this text is designed for
information systems practitioners programmers consultants developers
information technology managers specification writers as well as professors and
students of graduate level data mining and machine learning courses algorithmic
methods at the heart of successful data mining including tried and true
techniques as well as leading edge methods performance improvement techniques
that work by transforming the input or output

Data Mining
2005-07-13

master the techniques and sophisticated analytics used to construct spark based
solutions that scale to deliver production grade data science products about
this book develop and apply advanced analytical techniques with spark learn how
to tell a compelling story with data science using spark s ecosystem explore
data at scale and work with cutting edge data science methods who this book is
for this book is for those who have beginner level familiarity with the spark
architecture and data science applications especially those who are looking for
a challenge and want to learn cutting edge techniques this book assumes working
knowledge of data science common machine learning methods and popular data
science tools and assumes you have previously run proof of concept studies and
built prototypes what you will learn learn the design patterns that integrate
spark into industrialized data science pipelines see how commercial data
scientists design scalable code and reusable code for data science services
explore cutting edge data science methods so that you can study trends and
causality discover advanced programming techniques using rdd and the dataframe
and dataset apis find out how spark can be used as a universal ingestion engine
tool and as a web scraper practice the implementation of advanced topics in
graph processing such as community detection and contact chaining get to know
the best practices when performing extended exploratory data analysis commonly
used in commercial data science teams study advanced spark concepts solution
design patterns and integration architectures demonstrate powerful data science
pipelines in detail data science seeks to transform the world using data and
this is typically achieved through disrupting and changing real processes in
real industries in order to operate at this level you need to build data
science solutions of substance solutions that solve real problems spark has
emerged as the big data platform of choice for data scientists due to its speed
scalability and easy to use apis this book deep dives into using spark to
deliver production grade data science solutions this process is demonstrated by
exploring the construction of a sophisticated global news analysis service that
uses spark to generate continuous geopolitical and current affairs insights you
will learn all about the core spark apis and take a comprehensive tour of
advanced libraries including spark sql spark streaming mllib and more you will
be introduced to advanced techniques and methods that will help you to
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construct commercial grade data products focusing on a sequence of tutorials
that deliver a working news intelligence service you will learn about advanced
spark architectures how to work with geographic data in spark and how to tune
spark algorithms so they scale linearly style and approach this is an advanced
guide for those with beginner level familiarity with the spark architecture and
working with data science applications mastering spark for data science is a
practical tutorial that uses core spark apis and takes a deep dive into
advanced libraries including spark sql visual streaming and mllib this book
expands on titles like machine learning with spark and learning spark it is the
next learning curve for those comfortable with spark and looking to improve
their skills

Mastering Spark for Data Science
2017-03-29

learn to paint with groundbreaking new techniques for a favorite medium
dazzling colors incredible realism with simple step by step demonstrations easy
to follow instructions from a top colored pencil artist master the wide range
of colored pencil effects possible including blending layering translucent
effects and more radiant color painterly finishes astonishing realism with
colored pencils achieve rich luminous color and eye popping ultra realistic
effects artists of every level will be inspired by the amazing new techniques
created by alyona nickelsen presented in colored pencil painting bible for the
very first time nickelsen s innovations will delight readers and detailed you
can do it processes bring her striking results within reach for every artist
take colored pencils beyond the ordinary with colored pencil painting bible

Colored Pencil Painting Bible
2012-05-02

this book explains the principles of cbr by describing its origin and
contrasting it with familiar information disciplines such as traditional data
processing logic programming rule based expert systems and object oriented
programming through case studies and step by step examples this book shows
programmers and software managers how to design and implement a reliable robust
cbr system in a real world environment

Applying Case-Based Reasoning
1997-07

asking better questions
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Asking Better Questions
2006

william de morgan is one of the greatest names of the arts crafts movement of
the late nineteenth century this is the perfect introduction to his iconic
tiles

Arts and Crafts Tiles: William de Morgan
2017-11-15

one of the nation s most colorful leaders confederate general john hunt morgan
took his cavalry through enemy occupied territory in three states in one of the
longest offensives of the civil war a military operation unlike any other on
american soil morgan s raid was characterized by incredible speed superhuman
endurance and innovative tactics the effort produced the only battles fought
north of the ohio river and reached farther north than any other regular
confederate force with twenty five maps and more than forty illustrations
morgan s raid historian david l mowery takes a new look at this unprecedented
event in american history one historians rank among the world s greatest land
based raids since elizabethan times

Morgan's Great Raid
2011-08-11

success in business demands the effective management of people james c morgan
who for nearly three decades led the high tech powerhouse applied materials to
both financial success and to the designation as one of america s most admired
companies and best places to work provides a simple straightforward set of
principles and tips that he says can help anyone be a better manager applied
materials is one of silicon valley s great success stories and it helped propel
the digital revolution but jim morgan s management techniques are not reserved
for high tech applied wisdom shows how the same approaches tools and values
work at any scale from start ups to middle management in a global corporation
and even to non profits rich in stories and practical examples it s a must read
for those seeking a timeless and proven management manual

Applied Wisdom
2016-11-15

driven by the demands of research and the entertainment industry the techniques
of animation are pushed to render increasingly complex objects with ever
greater life like appearance and motion this rapid progression of knowledge and
technique impacts professional developers as well as students developers must
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maintain their understanding of conceptual foundations while their animation
tools become ever more complex and specialized the second edition of rick
parent s computer animation is an excellent resource for the designers who must
meet this challenge the first edition established its reputation as the best
technically oriented animation text this new edition focuses on the many recent
developments in animation technology including fluid animation human figure
animation and soft body animation the new edition revises and expands coverage
of topics such as quaternions natural phenomenon facial animation and inverse
kinematics the book includes up to date discussions of maya scripting and the
maya c api programming on real time 3d graphics hardware collision detection
motion capture and motion capture data processing new up to the moment coverage
of hot topics like real time 3d graphics collision detection fluid and soft
body animation and more companion site with animation clips drawn from research
entertainment and code samples describes the mathematical and algorithmic
foundations of animation that provide the animator with a deep understanding
and control of technique

Data Mining
2001

focusing on research designs for projects that collect both qualitative and
quantitative data this practical book discusses strategies for bringing
qualitative and quantitative methods together so that their combined strengths
accomplish more than is possible with a single method the approach is broadly
interdisciplinary reflecting the interest in mixed methods research of social
scientists from anthropology communication criminal justice education
evaluation nursing organizational behavior psychology political science public
administration public health sociology social work and urban studies in
contrast to an anything goes approach or a naïve hope that two methods are
better than one the author argues that projects using mixed methods must pay
even more attention to research design than single method approaches the book s
practical emphasis on mixed methods makes it useful both to active researchers
and to students who intend to pursue such a career

Computer Animation
2007-11-01

stochastic local search sls algorithms are among the most prominent and
successful techniques for solving computationally difficult problems offering a
systematic treatment of sls algorithms this book examines the general concepts
and specific instances of sls algorithms and considers their development
analysis and application
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Integrating Qualitative and Quantitative Methods
2013-06-21

basic and advanced focus groups illustrates both the different types of focus
groups and how to decide among those options in order to produce the most
effective focus groups possible a variety of approaches to doing research with
focus groups gives readers the tools to develop and examine their research
designs starting with the basics advanced coverage in each chapter takes an in
depth look at topics such as moderating focus groups using mixed methods and
working with different sizes of groups by taking a practical applied approach
the author gives even novice students the knowledge and confidence to design
and conduct effective focus group research while simultaneously providing more
advanced researchers with the tools and knowledge to refine their current
practices

Stochastic Local Search
2005

the digital compositing process is being applied in many diverse fields from
hollywood to corporate projects featuring over 30 pages of color this tutorial
reference provides a complete overview of the technical and artistic skills
necessary to undertake a digital composition project the cd rom contains
composition examples illustrations and development software

Basic and Advanced Focus Groups
2018-07-13

most literature pertaining to carbon fibers is of a theoretical nature carbon
fibers and their composites offers a comprehensive look at the specific
manufacturing of carbon fibers and graphite fibers into the growing surge of
diverse applications that include flameproof materials protective coatings
biomedical and prosthetics application

The Art and Science of Digital Compositing
1999-06-02

a thorough presentation of query processing techniques in a broad range of
database systems for advanced applications provides the most effective query
processing techniques and ways to optimize the information retrieval process
intended for database systems designers creating advanced applications
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Carbon Fibers and Their Composites
2005-05-20

Principles of Database Query Processing for Advanced
Applications
1998

Coptic Bookbindings in the Pierpont Morgan Library
2021-08-06
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